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ACUIA Region Director/Chapter Coordinator Conference Call 
09/05/12 

 
Present:  Julie Wilson, Margaret Chamberlain, Dean Swenson, James Wright, Lorraine Heneka, Bobby 
Nichols, Kara Giano, Randy Manscill, Pat Richey, Van Sprenger, Shashawnee Newhouse, Warren 
Whiteoak, Kimberly Wiersema, Paul Staubel (EO), Linda Goff 
 
Linda welcomed that group and then introduced the two newest members to the group.  Kimberly 
Wiersema, who has started up the North Texas Chapter, and James Wright, who just became the new 
Region 4 director. 
 
Linda mentioned that ACUIA was in the process of updating the website, and that we were interested in 
knowing what information would be of benefit for them in their region director/chapter coordinator 
position.  Currently the only item is the template for the region meetings.  Speakers had been a past 
suggestion, and the group did feel that would be helpful.  Contact information of both an email address 
and phone number was also something everyone wanted included.  Randy also asked for topic 
suggestions.  Kara suggested including the list of suggested webinar topics that the webinar had gather 
several months back. 
 
Linda asked how the template seemed to be working for everyone, and if there was anything that we 
need to add to the template.  Meal planning and invoice information were both suggested.  Paul said he 
would add an invoice tab and also his formulas for calculating how much coffee, etc. you need to plan 
for. 
 
Kara spoke about NASBA CPE’s, noting that all of our region meetings do offer these CPE’s.  She stated 
that we were missing an opportunity to promote the offering of NASBA CPE’s by not including this on 
our brochures.  The current meeting brochures have been updated to include this information.  CPE’s 
are based on 1 CPE hour for every 50 minutes of instructions.  She noted that the average CPE cost 
between $75 and $100 per hour, so our meetings are a real bargain.  She did note that we need to 
include the NASBA categories that each session applies to.  If you have any question on how to calculate 
the hours, Kara said to contact her. 
 
New member notification – Margaret had asked if there was a way for region directors to be notified 
when new members had joined, so that the region director could welcome them, and let them know 
what was going on in the region.  She said she had talked with several new members at the annual 
conference, and found they didn’t know who to contact about finding out what was going on in their 
region.  Paul said that the EO could notify Region Directors about new members.  It was suggested that 
the region directors receive this information once a month.  Linda also suggested that if there is a 
chapter where the new member lives that the region director pass on this information to the chapter 
coordinator. 
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Region Director/Chapter Coordinator meeting at annual conference – The group liked Pat’s idea of doing 
our quarterly meeting at the annual conference next year.  The plan will be to do our 3rd quarter 
meeting sometime during the annual conference. 
 
Pictures for Facebook – Linda reminded everyone to please take pictures at their region and chapter 
meetings and send to Ellen Simpson, so they can be posted on our Facebook page.  Linda stated that we 
see more activity on our Facebook page, whenever new pictures are posted.  Linda said she would send 
everyone Ellen’s email address.  It was also suggested that Ellen’s email address (or the current person 
in charge of this) be listed under the Region Director/Chapter Coordinator section under Member’s only. 
 
Region meetings: 
 
Region 1 – Julie reported that everything was set for their meeting on September 28th.  Currently 16 
have registered for the meeting, and should end up around 20 attendees. 
 
Region 2 – Margaret reported that the information had just gone out recently for their meeting on 
October 15-16.  6 people have registered so far. 
 
Region 3 – Dean reported that everything is set for their meeting on September 19-21.  Currently there 
are 19 registered. 
 
Region 4 – With the low registration and the change in region directors, the region meeting has been 
rescheduled for April 25-26.  Location will still be in St. Louis. 
 
Region 5 – Lorraine stated that she was finalizing the time slots for her speakers this week.  Their 
meeting is scheduled for October 1-2.  Currently 15 are registered, and she is expecting additional 
registration. 
 
Region 6 – Bobby reported that everything was ready for their meeting on September 26-28.  Currently 
50 have registered for the meeting. 
 
Chapter meetings: 
 
Utah – Randy reported the Utah chapter met in August at Utah 1st CU.  23 attendees representing 7 or 8 
credit unions attended.  Their topic was on Elder Abuse, which the group found to be a very interesting 
topic.  Randy suggested we might want to consider this as a topic for next year’s conference.  One of the 
things the group found interesting was that it is mandatory to report elderly abuse of any type, and not 
just financial abuse of the elderly.  Randy also mentioned that they have 3 new auditors in the area that 
Nathan Cunningham and his-self had been mentoring. The chapter plans on 2 more meetings for the 
year, in October and December.  Randy also noted that he has kept all information on past meetings, 
including topics and speaker information, in the event there are questions in regards to CPE’s.   
 
Indiana – Pat had nothing to report on the Indiana chapter. 
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Minnesota – Van reported that they continue to have a monthly lunch meeting.  They usually have 
between 3-7 attendees for these lunches. 
 
St. Louis – Shashawnee reported that they had not done a 3rd quarter meeting, since the region 4 
meeting was to have been in the area.  They plan to have their next meeting sometime in November. 
 
New York City – Warren reported that he is trying to get a meeting scheduled for October. 
 
Tennessee – Linda reported that the Tennessee chapter had met last Friday, with about 10-12 in 
attendance, representing 3 credit unions. 
 
North Texas – Kimberly reported that their first meeting was on May 25th.  At that meeting they 
determined how often they wished to meet (quarterly) and that they would use various formats for 
their meetings.  Their next meeting is scheduled for October 2nd. 
Paul noted at the end of the meeting, that he had already added the tab for the invoice and food to the 
website.  He also asked for each region director to send the exact amount of time for each of the 
sessions for the upcoming region meetings, so the CPE’s could be calculated. 
 
Warren asked Paul how many new members resulted from the recent promotion.  Paul said he wasn’t 
sure the exact number, but did think it was 12 to 14 new members.  Paul did say that information would 
be available once the report was completed. 
 
Linda reminded everyone that our 4th quarter conference call would be on Wednesday, November 7th. 
 
 


